DRIVING YOUR PACE OF CHANGE
1145—1230

Gear up for the day ahead: dig into breakfast and chat to
our partners.

The drivers for growth vary across firms, but there are
some common denominators that can’t be ignored.
In each session we’ll kick off with a punchy presentation
and then free flow discussions will follow.

// FUEL UP //

Startup Alley: explore the new entrants to the market,
and get ready to vote on your favourite
0900—0910

GET COMFY

Welcome from our event chairs, and a quick vote on which
startup you want to hear from later in the day.
Richard Brent, editor-in-chief, Briefing
Joanna Lorimer, director of administration, Hunton Andrews
Kurth
0910—0930

A WEATHER CHECK

What are the conditions like out there? Our expert
evaluates the state of the nation and how all businesses will
be affected – firms and clients alike.
0930—1010

A VIEW INSIDE THE COCKPIT

An Investigation: The assessment and perception of risk
from marketplace and political disruption
Vincent Cordo, central legal operations officer, Shell
Other panellists to be confirmed
1010—1030

EYEING YOUR NEWEST COMPETITORS

ACCELERATION

Workshop 1: Client strategy: where is our work coming
from and why are we winning it?
Workshop 2: Unpicking the future of finance and
management data – what can be done, and what is next?
1230—1330

// REFUEL //

Grab some lunch and keep learning. As you munch, you
can listen to our Partner Roadmap pitches as each one
takes to the winner’s podium, swiftly outlining the future of
their products and services.
1330—1500

OPTIMISING (HUMAN) PERFORMANCE
Workshop: Understand how to remove behavioural
roadblocks to change within your business, by managing
the energy of your teams.
Sarah Baxter, senior facilitator, The Energy Project
1500—1530

// PIT STOP //

Coffee and biscuits

Operational leadership within the Big Four and beyond

1530—1550

1030—1100

Keep your eye on the prize, by hearing about the new
entrants to the tech market. The winner of your earlier
votes gets to share their wares with you in a full-scale
demo on the main stage.

// PIT STOP //

Coffee and biscuits
1100—1145

CHECK YOUR ENGINES

Your employees and clients are the engine of your
business, and understanding how to steer them into a
symbiotic relationship is crucial to success. Get involved in
our ideas exchange workshops to hash out the actionable
details behind the hype.
Workshop 1: Driving your resource engine: discover
the art of the possible using the Hedgehog concept to
finetune your biggest operational challenges.
Workshop 2: Resilience in agile working: changing your
operational models to meet security needs.
Workshop 3: Managing the client life cycle and meeting
their rapidly changing needs.

LOOKING TOWARDS THE HORIZON

1550—1610

APPROACHING THE FINISH LINE
Closing keynote
1610—1700

// POST-RACE CELEBRATION //
Drinks

AGENDA

0830—0900

